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ABSTRACT

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) have witnessed a notable rise in modern economies, driven mainly by the rapid growth of information and technological advancements. Firms are forced to develop innovative products to meet customers’ expectations and address their ever-changing needs in response to heightened competition in today’s dynamic environment. This conceptual paper evaluates IPR’s significance in promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. Study findings revealed the importance and the need for IPR’s protection and enhancement of innovative entrepreneurial endeavours in an era of advanced technology. These rights play a crucial role in preserving the works of individuals, offering several competitive advantages for the firms that own them. The study highlights IPR’s significance in promoting innovation and entrepreneurship and thus recommends protecting and promoting intellectual property rights for firms as a vital tool for encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship.
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1.0 Introduction

Innovation and Entrepreneurship are globally recognised as crucial catalysts for stimulating economic growth and development. According to Goralski & Tan (2022), the United Nations has recognised entrepreneurship as a critical factor for effectively tackling sustainable development concerns. Similarly, Mustapa & Tlaty (2018), argue that entrepreneurship is frequently acknowledged as a significant catalyst for economic growth, notably in the United States. Nevertheless, the accurate picture of the situation is more intricate, and the significance of entrepreneurship on a global scale remains a subject of debate. Onileowo (2019), argues that favourable conditions and individuals’ genuine motivations to become entrepreneurs can promote economic growth. Moreover, Intellectual property rights (IPR) protection is paramount in promoting innovation and fostering the spirit of entrepreneurship. It provides legal protections for novel ideas, inventions, and creative works, facilitating their development and distribution. Despite IPR’s pivotal impact on business decisions, it is often undervalued in a knowledge-driven economy. Intellectual property encompasses various objects, such as scientific, literary, and artistic works, trade secrets, skills, inventions, utility models, computer programs, trademarks, service marks, and selection achievements. Gamba (2017) states that protecting IPR is crucial in fostering innovation and entrepreneurship. It enables firms to attain a competitive edge in the market. IPR, including patents and copyrights, play a vital role in assisting firms in safeguarding their investments in innovation (Raza, 2022). Without legal protection, a competing firm can lawfully appropriate the idea, reposition it under a different name, and afterward market it as its own. Resulting in the possibility of a significant decline in the profit of the business owner. According to Walsh et al. (2021), using IPR tools can effectively speed the commercialisation of technologies while minimising associated risks. This particular approach can potentially enhance the competitive advantage of technology firms. Companies of this nature may successfully implement their creative methodologies if they thoroughly consider all IPR concerns while designing novel products. IPR legislation safeguards trademarks and facilitates revenue production (Christopoulos et al., 2021). Reis et al. (2023) analysed global ecosystems about entrepreneurship, intellectual property, and innovation and found that enforcing intellectual property promotes innovation and entrepreneurship, particularly in developing nations. Innovation, in conjunction with entrepreneurship, can stimulate economic growth and effectively tackle national priorities. Safeguarding technology assets is crucial for technology-based industries and holds significant legal importance. Hence, proficient use of IP tools mitigates risk, streamlines the commercialisation of innovative technology, and simultaneously strengthens the competitiveness of enterprises that rely on technological advancements (Chierici et al., 2020).

On the other hand, innovation pertains to actualising the opportunity through a modification, such as a product, service, organisational change, or new process (Ahmad et al., 2020). Innovation is an organisation’s capacity to reinvent itself, adapt to changing conditions, and, in the process, change its procedures and structures to create a dynamic environment in which to operate. Without innovation, a business will eventually lose its ability to survive if it lacks innovation. Given the significance of these phenomena, a lot of effort is being made to incorporate entrepreneurialism and innovation into various institutions. The effort is to encourage individuals to initiate business ventures and acquire the necessary knowledge and skills (V. Singh & Sethi, 2021).
Entrepreneurship and innovation both originate from the individual level. According to Soltwisch et al. (2022) & Tang et al. (2012), the initial step of this process involves observing the surroundings and actively seeking potential opportunities that can be transformed into compelling propositions. While innovation and entrepreneurship are often closely related, it is possible to differentiate between these concepts. According to Romera et al. (2022), entrepreneurship is the systematic process of identifying, evaluating, and implementing business opportunities. According to Agostini et al. (2016), innovation serves as a means for entrepreneurs, making it a unique instrument. Hence, it can be argued that entrepreneurship and innovation are distinct yet interconnected. Tăchiciu, (2015) states corporate entrepreneurship provides an alternative organisational innovation approach. Entrepreneurs must have the skills and knowledge to fit into an organisation’s environment. Entrepreneurship activities are paramount in stimulating innovation and contributing significantly to economic development (Onileowo et al., 2021). It creates job opportunities, invests in productive investments, and participates in value-added exports, thus highlighting the significance of entrepreneurship in the economy and the potential advantages of the intellectual property system (Mukaila Ayanda & Sidikat Laraba, 2011). However, it is observed that a considerable number of enterprises either do not use this system or are unable to exploit its benefits fully. According to Okunade et al. (2023), many individuals lack awareness regarding intellectual property rights and their capacity to protect their innovations, trademarks, and artistic concepts, potentially impeding their inventive and innovative pursuits. Understanding intellectual property rights is crucial for entrepreneurs to protect their innovative products effectively. Hence, this current study evaluates IPR’s significance in promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. The study contributes to the existing Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Intellectual Property literature by enhancing entrepreneurs’ understanding of the significant benefits and the need for a robust IPR portfolio, as this would help firms stay competitive worldwide.

2.0 Literature Review

An innovation-driven economy is a promising approach to national economic development (Kanwar & Sperlich, 2020). Innovation arises from the creative endeavour and is used to develop novel products or technologies. It can also be regarded as an expression of human intellectual capacity and is therefore considered intellectual property (Reis et al., 2019). According to Akhmetshin et al. (2018), an organisation implementing innovation can obtain a competitive advantage protected as intellectual property. Intellectual property rights (IPR) protection is paramount in promoting Innovation and fostering the spirit of entrepreneurship. Gamba (2017) asserted that protecting IPR is crucial in nurturing innovation and entrepreneurship. IPR, including patents and copyrights, plays a vital role in assisting firms in safeguarding their investments in Innovation (Raza, 2022). Intellectual property often contains multiple forms of individualisation, such as brand names, trademarks, service marks, novel methods, and innovative commercial designations. According to Singh (2018), brand names, trademarks, and service marks are currently the subject of legal relationships (Zakieva et al., 2019). In contrast, service trademarks are crucial in distinguishing between services (Akhmetshin et al., 2018). Hence, it is essential to differentiate between a trade name, a trademark, and a brand. On the other hand, innovation pertains to actualising that opportunity through a modification, such as a product, service, organisational change, or new process (Ahmad et al., 2020). Given the significance of these phenomena, a lot of effort is being made to incorporate entrepreneurship and Innovation into various institutions (Singh & Sethi, 2021). Entrepreneurship and innovation both stem from the individual level. Studies conducted by Soltwisch et al. (2022) & Tang et al. (2012), show that the first step of this process is to carefully observe the surroundings and actively search for potential opportunities that can be turned into compelling propositions. According to Romera et al. (2022), entrepreneurship involves a systematic approach to recognising, assessing, and executing business opportunities. According to Agostini et al. (2016), innovation is a valuable tool for entrepreneurs, making it a distinct and powerful resource. Therefore, entrepreneurship and innovation are separate but closely related. According to Tăchiciu (2015), corporate entrepreneurship offers a different approach to organisational innovation. Entrepreneurship has been acknowledged as a valuable tool for cultivating individuals’ entrepreneurial mindsets (Vatjo et al., 2022).

2.1 IPR & its Instrument

IPR encompasses legal entitlements from academic endeavours in the industrial, scientific, literary, and artistic domains. According to Sonda & Shifotoka (2021), these rights protect creators and other intellectual goods and services producers by granting them temporary rights to control their usage. Like other forms of property, IPR can be considered commodities subject to trade, allowing for their retention, sale, or purchase (Hungund, 2020). To enhance a better understanding of the concepts of IPR, below are the various instruments of Intellectual property rights:

2.1.1 Patent

Patents are legal protections that provide innovators with protection for their original and practical innovations. The inventor is given the sole authority to manufacture, use, and share the invention for a certain period, often 20 years, starting from the submission date. Patent protection refers to the legal protection granted to the patent owner, which prohibits unauthorised commercial production, utilisation, distribution, or sale of the patented invention without the explicit consent of the patent holder. The patent owner is authorised to determine the individuals or entities permitted or prohibited from using the patented Innovation during its legal protection. The owner of the Patent may grant permission or license to other entities to use their work under mutually agreed-upon conditions. The owner also possesses the right to transfer the entitlement to the invention to a third party, therefore effectuating a transfer of patent ownership. Once a patent expires, the legal protection ceases to exist, and an innovation becomes part of the public domain. Consequently, the owner no longer owns exclusive rights to the invention, allowing others to exploit it for financial gain. The Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIP&P) defines the patent system’s fundamental principles.
2.1.2 Trademark

Trademarks encompass the legal protections granted to businesses to safeguard their brand names, logos, and slogans. The firm has been exclusively authorised to use the trademark with its products or services. A trademark is a typical symbol that serves to distinguish specific goods or services as originating from a particular individual or organisation. It may consist of various elements, including drawings, logos, three-dimensional signs such as products’ physical form and packaging, tangible signs such as music or vocal sounds, fragrances, or colours employed as distinctive features. The provision of protection is extended to the possessor of the scratches, as it secures the restricted right to operate it for identifying commodities or services or authorising its use by another party in exchange for compensation. Registering a trademark serves as initial evidence of ownership and grants the proprietor a legal right as stipulated by statute. Trademark rights can be kept indefinitely. The initial registration period spans ten years; subsequent modifications may be made periodically afterward.

2.1.3 Copyright Protection and Rights

Copyrights are legal protections granted to creators of original works, covering various forms such as literature, music, and software, among others. The creator can replicate, share, and publicly showcase the results. Copyright is a legal term that grants authors certain rights and protections for their literary and artistic creations. The scope of copyright protection covers a variety of works, including literary works such as novels, poems, plays, reference materials, newspapers, and computer programs; collections and databases; audiovisual works such as films and musical compositions; visual arts such as paintings, drawings, photographs, and sculptures; architectural works; as well as advertisements, maps, and technical drawings. Copyright protection is automatically granted to a position upon its creation, rendering registration not obligatory. Nevertheless, registering copyright serves as evidence that the copyright remains in effect for the specific work and that the author’s work is the rightful owner. Designers frequently transfer the rights to their creative works to individuals or entities that can effectively promote and distribute them in exchange for financial compensation. These payments are often contingent upon the actual use of the work and are, after that, referred to as royalties. The commercial rights of jobs are, except for pictures, are granted for the author’s lifetime and an additional sixty years following the creator’s demise. The management of the Copyright Office is to be overseen by a Registrar of Copyrights, whom the Central Government will appoint. The Registrar will operate under the supervision and guidance of the Department of Higher Education, which falls under the purview of the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

2.1.4 Trade Secrets

Trade secrets are a form of confidential information that provides a competitive advantage to a corporation. It is possible to incorporate formulas, procedures, and customer lists. Legal provisions safeguard trade secrets, provided that they remain undisclosed. Typically, these encompass trade secrets of an economic or commercial nature. These elements contain sales strategies, distribution strategies, customer demographics, promotional tactics, registries of suppliers and clients, and industrial protocols. Contrary to patents, trade secrets face vulnerability in the absence of registration. Traditional knowledge and unreported trades are connected to and associated with geographical suggestions.

2.2 Innovation

Innovation is the continuous process of developing and creating a novel idea or concept that has not been introduced. It pertains not to whether or not to engage in Innovation but rather to identifying areas where Innovation can be pursued and determining the most effective methods. In the global competition, it is crucial for small enterprises to consistently engage in Innovation and adaptation in response to evolving business conditions. Innovation primarily entails the creation of value-added enhancements in products or processes, intending to resolve problems or address the concerns of stakeholders effectively. It could refer to pharmaceutical products that offer a favourable cost-to-benefit ratio, novel software programs that generate innovative outcomes, or fabric designs or textures that exhibit extended durability. It might signify the emergence of unexplored markets or new product markets that facilitate the sustainability of entrepreneurial endeavours. Innovation entails reconfiguring existing components to yield novel approaches that deliver superior outcomes or optimise resource utilisation (Yi & Naghavi, 2017). An inventive strategy may involve using daily-generated waste to create value-added societal contributions. The garbage produced daily has the potential to undergo processing or incineration, subsequently being utilised in road repair endeavours. Similarly, many new concepts exist that can be employed by small enterprises to enhance their competitiveness. In Lucknow, an instance exists for an entrepreneur who has initiated leasing solar lamps daily, charging a small fee for their usage. The solar lights include the convenient feature of easy recharging, rendering them suitable for use in regions inhabited by peasants with challenges about electricity availability. Small enterprises use innovative practices to enhance their market worth. According to Batenet et al. (2017), there is variation in inventive behaviour across four sectors: auto-component, textile, pharmaceutical, and Information technology. Innovation is observed to be greater in industries that rely heavily on knowledge than those that rely primarily on labour.

Furthermore, it might be argued that the developments above mostly pertain to process improvements rather than product innovations, as suggested by (Gargate et al., 2022). The phenomenon of reverse Innovation also exerts its influence on the corporate environment. Schumpeter (1934) is the theoretical pioneer who identified the correlation between entrepreneurship and Innovation, particularly regarding their impact on growth and economic advancement (Zahoor et al., 2022). The author believed that the entrepreneur, possessing a heightened perceptual and creative aptitude, is responsible for generating innovative processes. According to Kajiita (2022), entrepreneurs are crucial in facilitating creative destruction and invigorating capitalism by introducing new advances. The impact of an entrepreneur’s ideas on economic development is widely recognised as a significant catalyst, providing various opportunities for individuals and the economy at large.
2.3 IPR Significance in Promoting Innovation

The primary benefit of the robust protection of IPR is the ability it provides innovators to claim a portion of the rewards resulting from their innovative endeavours. It, in turn, enhances research and development (R&D) efforts, leading to increased Innovation and sustainable growth. Patent applications represent a quantifiable output measure, whereas patents are the primary means of safeguarding industrial Innovation. The level of significance of such protection varies across different businesses. The signal shows that companies in most industries in developed nations do not view patents as a primary method of maximising the rewards of R&D and minimising the possibility of an inverse link between R&D spending and IPR protection. IPR protection can stimulate research and development (R&D) efforts and foster Innovation. In addition, it is plausible to consider that the desire for IPR protection is more pronounced in nations with higher levels of advancement. Most of these innovations were observed in drug production. In contrast, less than 25% of non-drug innovations were subject to patent protection, exhibiting a lesser degree of pretentiousness encompassing a variety of entities such as corporations, groups spanning many industries, and those involved in establishing nascent sectors as corroborated by (Qi & Han, 2018). Moreover, it has been observed that excessive protection of IPR might impede the advancement of Innovation. Researchers have encountered challenges in advancing technology due to the risk of violating the rights held by existing patent holders. Limited evidence exists about the significance of IPR protection for fostering Innovation in developing nations. It is worth noting that the current criteria used in patent issuance may not be suitable for recognising the value of small-scale, gradual, and adaptive innovations commonly observed in developing countries.

IPR emerged during the mid-20th century and has continued to evolve into the 21st century, primarily driven by the United States and advanced industrialised nations (Möddhamer, 2020). These rights are based on the fundamental principle of providing innovators and authors with the ability to receive compensation for their creations. According to Schumpeter (1934), intellectual property is a formal and legal mechanism that enables the potential for significant profits by granting exclusive production rights for a specific duration. Entrepreneurship, intellectual property, and Innovation involve diverse economic agents collaborating within an institutional framework to initiate, generate, safeguard, and monetise novel assets. Intellectual property protection assumes a crucial position in this undertaking, serving as the approach embraced by corporations and nations to secure economic ownership through inventive entrepreneurial endeavours. In economic interactions, IPR covers the rights to use and trade (or otherwise allocate) “products of intellectual creativity, such as innovations, literary and artistic works, as well as symbols, names, images, and designs employed in commercial activities.” For organisations that possess them, intangible assets such as buyer goodwill, firm-specific talents of their workforce, organisational expertise, and good management practice are considered part of their invisible assets. From an economic perspective, IPR is a regulatory mechanism to align individual benefits derived from innovative endeavours with societal benefits. In other words, considering its societal advantages, IPR aims to create optimal incentives for private-sector Innovation. Intellectual property and Innovation exemplify pertinent constituents of structural capital, encompassing intangible facets of organisational culture and the capacity to develop technology assets (Lopez-Berzosa & Gawer, 2014; Madhavan & Sundar, 2019).

2.4 IPR Significance in Promoting Entrepreneurship

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is a robust means of protecting inventions to attain a competitive edge. Inculcating an entrepreneurial approach is crucial for creating wealth via Innovation (Temitope Teniola. Onileowo, 2020; Porto Castro et al., 2022; Qi & Han, 2022). IPRs are becoming increasingly significant due to global economic shifts. Entrepreneurs must engage in a perpetual cycle of introducing novel items and services or enhancing the quality of their current range of products to maintain a competitive advantage. Protecting IPR covers a variety of functions beyond ensuring the continued circulation of exclusive ideas. It allows businesses to function and expand securely for a specified duration, free from concerns regarding prospective pirates (Song et al., 2021). Consequently, this can facilitate the recovery of the initial capital outlay and subsequently serve as a driving force for increased investment in Innovation. Moreover, intellectual property (IP) ensures that an invention does not violate any intellectual property rights held by third parties. It also provides clarity regarding ownership, which can help prevent unnecessary legal disputes and maintain the seamless operation of the firm. It has particular significance when considering startup enterprises. Intellectual Property (IP) use encompasses its application in licensing agreements and its potential for securing external financing using IP as collateral (Smith & Kong, 2022).

Globalisation and technological advancements have led entrepreneurs and inventors to recognise the significance of Intellectual Property. Consequently, there is a growing awareness of the importance of protecting and establishing a robust connection between Innovation and the marketplace. Hence, getting Intellectual Property to thrive in global competition is imperative. In inventors, entrepreneurs, and enterprises, small enterprises, bringing a product to the market poses a significant challenge. This challenge is commonly called the “valley of death” in Innovation. The “valley of death” encompasses the period between the creation of an invention and the subsequent launch of a new product or process. During the preliminary phase, a significant number of innovations experience failure, mainly owing to the lack of external support, such as money and technical expertise, rendering them commercially unviable. When employed strategically, the term “Kalanje.” IPR can enhance the likelihood of successful market penetration. It also enhances a robust bargaining position about business networks, enabling Intellectual Property proprietors to excel in the fiercely competitive corporate environment (Kalanje, 2009). Therefore, the use of IPR can effectively facilitate the advancement of Innovation, which is crucial in providing a significant source of cash to entrepreneurs and serves as a potent mechanism for augmenting their competitive advantage and strengthening their status as innovators in the market (Baran & Zhumabaeva, 2018).

3.0 Nexus Between Innovation, IPR and Entrepreneurship

Innovation is the continuous process of developing and creating a novel idea or concept that has not been introduced (Ciobanu & Neamţu, 2017). The materialisation of a novel concept can be seen as its expression, while Innovation is the transformation of ideas into valuable outcomes. Intellectual
property is the entity originating from mental activity. Not all innovations possess the potential to be transformed into IPR; instead, only those innovations that satisfy the conditions outlined by intellectual property laws are capable of creating IPR. According to Rathakrishnan et al. (2022), entrepreneurship plays a crucial role in translating intangible concepts into tangible and intangible outcomes. Protecting intellectual property is becoming increasingly significant in the dynamic business environment. When intellectual property is protected, owners are granted specific rights that yield numerous advantages, including a competitive edge and an improved reputation as pioneers in the market. Consequently, this trend motivates individuals and organisations to actively participate in research and development (R&D) endeavours, potentially leading to more innovations.

Figure 1 illustrates the cyclical relationship between Innovation, IPR, and entrepreneurship. Pramod & Ramachandran, (2019)

3.1 IPR Numerous Prospects and the Awareness of Its Advantages for Small Enterprises

Intellectual property challenges of small organisations cut across various business development and strategic planning aspects. These challenges encompass product creation and design, service delivery, marketing, securing financial resources for growth, and expanding business operations internationally through licensing or franchising. Intellectual property can generate revenue for small businesses using licensing, selling, or commercialising items or services protected by IP rights. It can significantly impact the market share and profit margins of innovative endeavours, and enhance the perceived value of small enterprises among investors and funding organisations. The effective management of intellectual property assets can significantly improve the cost-effectiveness of small firms. Small firms must ensure their readiness to confront challenges and proactively leverage their intellectual property (IP) while employing all available means to safeguard it. Investments in many areas, such as equipment, property, product development, marketing, and research, can significantly enhance a company’s asset base and increase its future operational efficiency. The acquisition of intellectual property may potentially provide positive outcomes. The valuation of a firm in markets is determined by its assets, existing business operations, and the potential for future profitability. Investing in an emerging and robust intellectual property portfolio is not merely a defensive measure against possible competitors but a strategic undertaking with multifaceted benefits. Moreover, Small firms primarily exhibit awareness of the benefits of IPR in two main aspects. Firstly, this pertains to the measures individuals can undertake to safeguard their creative works, ensuring the protection of their intellectual property rights. Secondly, it addresses the strategies individuals can employ to prevent the violation of IPR belonging to others. Moreover, this heightened awareness will catalyse small businesses to optimise their use of the IPR system and incorporate it as a fundamental component of their overall business plan. The Ministry aims to assist small firms in comprehending IPR from a business perspective. Also, it seeks to highlight the IPR requirements of small enterprises to policymakers through awareness and capacity-building initiatives.

4.0. Challenges

Substantial expenses are associated with acquiring and enforcing IPR, and the available resources about the importance of IPR in daily business operations are inadequate. There is a perception that the IP system is complex, cumbersome, and time-consuming, and several factors contribute to the occasional delay in IPR asset protection among small enterprises. Small enterprises’ significance in all nations’ economies cannot be overstated. These enterprises make up around 90 percent of all initiatives globally and contribute to over 70 percent of the production of products and services. Consequently, small enterprises’ effective use of intellectual property assets is crucial in sustaining economic development. When using the intellectual property system, small enterprises encounter many challenges. It frequently arises due to individuals’ limited understanding of the intricacies of the intellectual property system,
a lack of clarity on its relevance to their business plan and competitive advantage, and their perception of the system as overly complex and costly to navigate. Moreover, the existing body of research on using the IPR system by small enterprises primarily focuses on applying patents, although these studies have some limitations. Without awareness and understanding of IPR, the financial burdens associated with IPR registration can be a significant obstacle for small enterprises. When considering the costs associated with the acquisition of IPR, entrepreneurs in the accounting domain need to consider not only the official fees, such as application fees, publication fees, and maintenance fees, but also the costs related to application preparation and testing, legal counsel, and conversion expenses if the applicant intends to seek protection internationally. Many small enterprises may perceive the costs of obtaining IPR protection outweigh the potential benefits. Nevertheless, it is primarily because a substantial portion of these costs may be incurred before the product enters the market, as it is uncommon for lenders, investors, or government programs to offer financial assistance to defend IPR.

In addition to financial considerations, other supplementary factors within the claim process may serve as deterrents for small enterprises in their pursuit of IPR protection. These factors include the considerable time required for patent approval or trademark registration. The increasing number of requests has frequently resulted in a rise in the backlog, thereby increasing the time needed to complete patent filings or trademark registrations. Indeed, a significant deficiency in expertise is commonly observed among numerous small enterprise support organisations. This inadequacy is also prevalent among business advisors and consultants in the private sector. Moreover, the significant expenses associated with acquiring, upkeeping, and enforcing IPR pose an additional obstacle, particularly for firms operating in many geographically distinct markets.

5.0 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This study explored the significance of intellectual property rights (IPR) in promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. However, the study findings may not be universally applicable to all situations, as it is based on a conceptual framework and relies on secondary data sources.

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendation.

IPRs are crucial in encouraging and promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. The primary driver for sustained economic growth is commonly attributed to technological advancements. Nations allocate resources towards research and development endeavours with the anticipation of reaping advantages derived from the outcomes of innovative improvements. Hence, IPR is crucial in promoting Innovation and entrepreneurial endeavours. Intellectual property constitutes a significant economic and legal resource for corporations, including various organisations. It protects the multiple forms of value in an organisation, such as brands, innovations, and designs, while also playing a role in their development. Hence, a lack of awareness of IPR and being well-informed about these rights can prevent a valuable opportunity. Implementing effective measures for protecting intellectual property, whether owned or managed by an organisation, enables the firm to gain a competitive edge, establish a unique brand, promote credibility, and cultivate an excellent track record. Moreover, empirical research indicates a significant correlation between Innovation and entrepreneurship and improving economic production. The optimal realisation of benefits occurs when the IPR system offers incentives for Innovation and does not impede knowledge transfer. Therefore, protecting intellectual property is crucial to maintain a competitive advantage. It is indisputable that in the absence of enforceable IPR, the fear of being deprived would serve as an obstacle to innovative efforts, regardless of the country’s level of development. The overall consequence of IPR is significant in facilitating enterprises’ ability to obtain and utilise technologies and knowledge through licensing agreements with entities in developed nations. Hence, the study recommends Emerging enterprises must efficiently manage intellectual property management to thrive in such an environment. Developing countries should prioritise the strategic objective of effectively managing Innovation and protecting IPR. Future studies to empirically investigate the effects of emerging technologies on other aspects of society. Emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI) and blockchain, substantially influence IPR. Further research may examine these technologies’ effects on intellectual property (IP) protection and implementation alongside the prospects and obstacles they pose for innovators and entrepreneurs. And for policymakers and Government authorities to provide financial support policy associated with the costs of obtaining IPR protection to enterprises, create an enabling environment, and strengthen their understanding and their legal framework to effectively advance creativity, Innovation, and the growth of knowledge-based businesses that support entrepreneurship growth that contributes to a nation’s economic development.
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